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S u m m a r y: The LAser GEOdynamics Satellite (LAGEOS) launched in May
1976 has been providing data which were analyzed mainly to derive infor
mation on the movements of the Earth's crust and on the Earth's rotatio

nal dynamics. Up to now more than six years of laser ranging data yielded
very satisfactory and promising results. Ouring 1982 the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration and the Piano Spaziale Nationale (PSN)
of Italy established a study group to consider the scientific returns of
launching a second Lageos-type satellite in order to support and further
develop research programs in the field of geodesy and geodynamics. In
this framework a number of studies were performed forthe selection of
the optimum orbital characteristics. We focused our study on the possi
bility of determining interstation distances in the Mediterranean Basin
by means of laser ranging observations to LAGEOS-type satellites. In par
ticular we investigated which orbital inclination would allow to deter
mine to a high degree of accuracy station-to-station distances which
are most significant in attempting to measure the present rate of plate
motions in this region.

n e p L h n ~ n: o rEW~uva~LK6ç àopu~6poç Laser (LAGEOS) nou EKLotEuLn
KE LOV MOn 1976 naptXEL ~E~o~tva La onoLa avahuBnKav KupLa VLa va napa
V6vouv nhnpO~PLEç OXELLKtç ~E LLç KLVnOELç LOU vnLVOU ~hOLOU KaL ~E Ln
~uva~LKn nEPLoLpO~nç Lnç vnç. MtxPL Lwpa La anOLehto~aLa TWV TEheUTaLWv
ttl xp6vwv t~Elijlvnohu LKavonolnLlKÉçKal Ehnl~O~6PEç nOL6TnLEç. KaLa Tn
~L6pKELa TOU 1982 n NASA Kal TO EBvLK6 àlaoTn~LK6 np6vpa~~a Tnç ITahLaç
(PSN) 'L~puoav~la o~o~ EPvaoLaç ~e oKon6 va BEWpnOEl TLç BELlKtç EnL
nTWoeLç nou Sa eLXE n EKT6teuon ev6ç ~euTepou ~opu~6pou Tunou LAGEOS
YLa TnV unoOTnpltn KaL napantpa avonTutn epeuVnTlKWV npovpa~~oTwv OLnV
nepLOxn Tnç vew~loLaç KaL VEw~uva~lKnç. ITo nÀaLolo aUT6 tVlve tvaç
aple~6ç epyaoLwv VLa TnV enLhoyn LWV atÀTlCLWV xapaKTnPLOTlKWV TPOXlOç
TOU aopu~pou. EVTonL~ou~e TO eV~la~tpov ~aç OTn ~eÀtTn Tnç ~uvaT6TnTaç
Tounpoo~loPlO~OU anooTooewv ~eTatu oTaB~wv napaTnpnonç ~opu~6pwv OTnV
ÀeKOVn Tnç MeooyeLou ~tow napaTnpnoewv anooTooewv ~e laser np6ç aopu
~pouç tunou LAGEOS. ElaLK6tepa ~eheTo~enOLO TPOXLaKn KÀLOn Sa enttpe
ne ~e u~nÀ6 aaB~6 aKPLaelaç TOV unoÀoVlo~6 anooTooEWV ~etatu enLvelwv
oTae~WV napaTnpnOnç, yeyov6ç anou~l6TaTo Yla TnV npoanoBela ~tTPnOnç
TOU nap6vToç'pue~où ~eTaKLvnonç TWV TeKTovlKWV nÀaKwv OTnV nePlOxn aUTn.

(l)Dipartimento di Fisica, Settore di Geofisica, University, of Bologna.

(2)Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, Roma.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The cooperative project between NASA and tbe PSN of ltaly concer

ning the launch of a second LAGEOS satellite CNASA!PSN Study Group,

FinaZ Report, 1983) will consti'tute a major contribution towa.rd the

achievement of the objectives of the NASA's Crustal Dynamics Project

(CDP). Many benefits are expected from the availability of LAGEOS II,

among them, significant'improvements in the measurement of both regio

nal crustal motions and global tectonic motion, as well as a two-fold

improvement in temporal resolution od geodynamic processes.

Advanced systems and upgraded laser tracking stations are available

in Western Europe, which is presently having the highest density of

satellite laser ranging stations in the world. This certainly is a re

markable opportunity for the scientifie programs featuring the study of

the erustal dynamies of the Mediterranean whieh, from the tectonie point

of view, is one of the most eomplex areas on the Earth. The possibility

of detecting the present rate of motion between the various blocks will

make it possible to shed some light on many problems related to the

geodynamie proeesses oecuring in this area, thus providing information

whieh will be indispensable in mitigating the earthquake hazard in the

long run. The project of the working group of European Geoscientists

for the establishment of Networks for Earthquake Research'(WEGENER)

(WiZson and Aaztdoom, 1982. Van GeZder and Aa:zodoom, 1982) whi ch wi1l

study the plate teetonie behaviour in the east Mediterranean and the

Italian projeet for a Crustal Dynamic Study of the Central Mediterranean

Basin (Zerbini, 1983) by the use of laser tracking data to the LAGEOS

and Starlette satellites~wereboth seleeted by NASA as investigations

to be performed during the CDP. There is no doubt that both these pro

jJcts will dramatically improve their possibilities of meeting the pro

posed objeetives by the presenee of a seeond LAGEOS.

In the framework of the aetivities undertaken by the partecipants

in the NASA/PSN Study Group we investigated the possibility to fully

exploit laser tra~king data to a second LAGEOS satellite in order to

accurately determine interstation baselines which eould provide reliable

information on the tectonie motion of the various plates in the Mediter-
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ranean area. We assumed that the satellite be the same physical size

and mass as the LAGEOS and that the orbital eccentricity and the alti

tude be the same as well (Tab. 1). In our analysis we took into account

three LAGEOS-type satellites. that is three different inclinations of

the orbital plane with respect to the equator; 28°. 45° and 70°. Laser

ranging data were simulated for six stations in the Mediterranean area

(Fig. 1) and all the stations were assumed to have the same accuracy.

Height 6000 km

Eccentricity 0.004

Inclination/ Perigee RateNode RateMean Anom. Rate
Satellite

(Deg/Day)(Deg/Pay)(Rev/Day)

28°

1.46
-0.896.39

7603928

450
0.76

-0.716.39
7603945

700
-0.21
-0.346.39

7603970

Table l

The satellite methods which can be used to analyze laser ranging

data may be grouped into three categories: geometrico dynamic and

semidynamic approaches lAardOom et al., 1983). The data analysis method

we adopted is known as Scalar Translocation (Latimer and GapoBchkin,

1977, GapoBchkin and Zerbini, 1983) and it is a variant of the semi

~ynamical method. Our objective was to compare the error propagation

through the translocation derived baselines for each of the orbit of

the three satellites.

As concerns the observing sites they were selected among the al

ready operational laser stations. therefore we did not consider the

problem of the network designo The network design is extremely impor

tant though for detecting and possibly monitoring crustal motions in a

particular area. A subsequent work will therefore be the study of the
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network design, since mobile laser systems in Rddition to tne fixed

observatories will be available in the Mediterranean tn the ne~r future.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH

The method of data analysis we used is known as scalar transloca

tion in the sense that we are only attempting to use the satellite to

transfer information about a scalar quantity, the oaseline distance ,

(Latimer and Gaposchkin, 1977, Gaposchkin and Zerbini, 1983). The use

of translocation for determining relative station positions has also

been successfully applied to other types of data, namely in the analy

sis of Doppler observations (Brown, 1976, Chen, 1982). In this case,

the three-dimensional vector difference is detennined. A vector implies

a coordinate system which we can assume as known with only limited accu

racy when discussing data of centimeter accuracy. Therefore we limit

ourselves to the baseline distance which ;s invariant under translation

and rotation transformations. Scale information is provided from the

laser data.

The method and the mathematical theory of scalar translocation

were described in detail and can be found in the relevant literature

(Latimer and Gaposchkin 1977, Gaposchkin and Zerbini 1983). Since this

description is already available we confine ourselves here to a few

remarks. The approach is to reduce the data in a system that is unaf

fected by errors in orientation or scale, and that constant errors, bia

ses or long-wavelength orbit errors, would cancel. The method assumes that

the shape of the satellite trajectory is known, whereas the position

and orientation are arbitrary. Laser ranging data fram an observing

station are used to compute that station's position with respect to the

satellite arco Data fram a second station observing the same trajectory

are used in the same way. The two stations are then related to the same

arbitrary trajectory and their relative positions can be determined.

This method is particularly sensitive to the satellite arc orientation

in relation to the station-to-station baseline. The optimum geometry

;s obtained when the satellite path is parallel to the interstation

direction.
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A strong base1ine determination is possible if the satel1ite's mo

tion is paral1e1 to the interstation direction, and overlapping arcs of

data, symmetrically distributed around the point of closest approach

for each station, are available. In such a case we are only limited by

the data nOise, since the baseline determination would not be affected

by errors in the scale of the orbit or by biases in the data.

The procedure is, then, to determine an orbit from all availab1e

observations for severa1 days. However, the scalar translocation method

uses -on1y a short arc of the satellite orbit. A short arc is meant to

be 1ess than one quarter of a revo1ution.

Laser ranging data were simulated for six stations in the Mediter

ranean area (Fig. I), and we assumed that a11 the stations be equa11y

accurate. The simu1ated data were produced using the Smithsonian Astro

physica1 Observatory's (SAO) fie1d prediction program FLPPS (Fortran

Laser Pointing Prediction System) (SAO~ 1976) which operates routinely

on the SAO minicomputer system at the laser stations. This program uses

as input the Kep1erian e1ements of the sate11ites and the site coordi

nates. These e1ements consist of the epoch, argument of perigee, argu

ment of noce, eccentricity, inc1ination and mean anoma1y with their

derivatives and long period terms. The outputparameters produced by

FLPPS are a 1ist of predicted times, pointing angles (azimuth and alti

tude) and predicted ranges to set the range gate for the laser return

pu1se detector. We then used a small utility program to change these

FLPPS outputs into the observation format suitable for input to the

orbit determination program. The software package we used is the SAO

Precision Differentia1 Orbit Improvement Program (GRIPE) (Gaposahkin

1979).

In computing the satellite position for some observation time,

this program calculates perturbations based on an ana1ytical theory.

The short-period perturbations due to the Earth ob1ateness are a second

-order theory; The third order terms can be used if necessary. The

10ng-period perturbations due to the zona1 harmonics in the Earth's

gravity fie1d are a1so calculated. Periodic perturbations due to the

zona1 harmonics in the Earth's gravity fie1d are also calcu1ated. pe

riodic perturbations due to the tessera1 harmonics are a first-ordet
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linear theory. The lunar and solar perturbations, including body tides,

are obtained from a semi-analytical approach. Doodson's description of

the ocean tides is used to calculate the satellite perturbations. The

effects due to direct solar-radiation pressure and those due to solar

radiation diffusely reflected from the Earth are calculated by means

of semi-analytical methods. Infrared pertrubations are also included.

Finally, air-drag pertrurbations can be evaluated, though the major ef

fect of air-drag is accounted for in the empirical determination of the

secular acceleration of the satellite mean anomaly which is always cal

culated.

A lO cm noise was added to the data since we intended to use rea

listic laser ranging data in the simulation computations. They were ge

nerated at a rate of two points per minute, thus yielding around 100

points per station passo In our analysis we took into account three

LAGEOS-type satellites whose orbital inclinations are: 28°,450 and 700.

The data produced for each one of the satellites cover a time interval

of four days.

As our objective was to compare the error propagation through the

translocation-derived baselines for each of the orbit of the three satel

lites, we neglected both in the data generation software and the orbit

determination program the effects of the Earth's gravity field except

for the central force and the short-period oblateness pertrubations due

to J2. Specifically, the options, in the software, for tesseral harmo

nics, luni-solar perturbations, body tides and long-period zonal harmo

nics effects and for the second order J2 effects were all turned off.

The computational burden could, therefore, be reduced dramatically

(almost an order of magnitude).

In Tab. 1 the orbit element rates adopted for the three satellites

are listed, while Tab. 2 summarizes the determinations of each base

line obtained from the three satellites.
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TABLE 2
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3. DlSCUSSlON OF THE RESULTS

The results of the simulation are first discussed in terms of the

number of passes which can be used to determine interstation baselines.

lt should be mentioned that the statistics presented here is not rea

listic because we assumed that during the four-day time interval no

system breakdowns occured, that the weather conditions were always

favorable and also that all the stations could perform daylight tracking

of the satellites. Therefore the total number of determinations listed

in Tab. 2 must be regarded as an indication and not as the actual rftte

at which data could be acquired. The largest amount of passes over a

time period of four days comes from the satellite with 700 inclination

followed by the satellites at4S0 and 280 in that order. As a matter of

fact most of the stations are distributed at middle latitudes. Generally

speaking we observe a 300/0 decrease in the number of passes between

the satellites at 700 and that at 280.

In Tab. 2 the total number of determinations for each baseline

and satellite is given, together with the number of determinations

whose formal standard error is ~ 3 cm, ~ 6 cm and > lO cm respectively.

This arbitrary grouping of the standard errors into three categories

has been adopted in the attempt to identify different classes of solu

tions. Standard errors ~ 3 cm would correspond to highly reliable de

terminations while the other two classes of results are representative

of less accurate and bad solutions respectively. lt was mentioned

above that the solutions are quite dependent upon the geometry, in the

sense that the baseline distance can be determined very well if the

orbital motionis parallel to the interstation direction, but very

poorly determined if the motion is across the line. As a matter of

fact we can observe that strong determinations of the baselines (favo

rable geometry) correspond to small values of the standard error, while

high values are due to poor geometry.

An example of the results obtained with a strong geometrical con

figuration is described in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 for satellite 7603928

(280). The unweighted mean of the determinations and the individual

baseline determinations with their uncertainties are tabulated. ~tom

left to right, Tabs. 3 and 4 list the station numbers, the satellite
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TABLE 3

SCALAR TRANSLOCAT10N PROGRAM.THERE WERE

11EVENTS ,
SOLUT10N UNWE1GHTED 1S

661309.575+- 0.007METER5 WITH11OBSERVAT1ONS,RMS 150.022METER5

STN1 STN2

SALEPOCHRMS1N1RM52N~'BASELINE(1RES.,.
7829 7830

760392845163.5413200.097750.09864661309.5630.089-0.012
7829 7830

760392845163.7065980.098 1110.095109661309.5870.0220.012
7829 7830

760392845163.8847230.092 1010.088106661309.5530.031-0.022
7829 7830

760392845164.6399310.094 1060.093104661309.5760.0250.001
7829 7830

760392845164.8152780.094 1090.099111661309.5940.0250.019
7829 7830

760392845165.0031250.092700.08985661309.5590.090-0.016
7829 7830

760392845165.5756950.099940.10490661309.6340.0410.059
7829 7830

760392845165'.7465280.097 1110.113112661309.5750.0240.000
7829 7830

760392845165.9256950.100950.085100661309.5600.044-0.015
7829 7830

760392845166.6784730.094 1090.109110661309.5550.024-0.020
7829 7830

760392845166.8559030.101 1050.091107661309.5690.031-0.006

TABLE l,

N
U'I SCALAR TRANSLOCAT10N PROGRAM.Cl

THERE WERE

9EVENTS

SOLUT10N UNWE1GHTED 1S

2035089.140+- 0.012METERS WITH9OBSERVATIONS, RMS IS0.034METERS

STN1 STN2 SAT.EPOCHRMS1N1RMS2N~'BASELlNE(1RES."-
7804 7829

760392845163.7065980.118 1100.0981112035089.1540.0250.014

7804 7829
760392845163.8847230.093 1130.0921012035089.0710.028-0.069

7804 7829
760392845164.6399310.107990.0981062035089.1110.029-0.029

7804 7829
760392845164.8152780.106 1150.0941092035089. -1790.0240.039

7804 7829
760392845165.5756950.118750.099942035089.1500.0550.010

7~4 7829

760392845165.7465280.095 1130.0971112035089.1690.0220.029

78 lo 7829

760392845165.9256950.102 1100.100952035089.1160.039-0.024

7804 7829
760392845166.6784730.106 1080.0941092035089.1330.024-0.007

7804 7829

760392845166.8559030.088 1140.1021052035089.1750.0270.035
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TABLE 5

SCALAR TRANSLOCATION PROGRAM.THERE WERE

8EVENTS

SOLUTION UNWEIGHTED IS

1978065.714+- 0.114METERS WITH8OBSERVATIONS.RMS ISn.30UMETERS

STN1 STN2

SAI.EPOCHRMSlN1RMS2N2BASELINE(]RES.

7804 7833

760392845163.7065980.118 1100.109891978065.4590.050-0.255

7804 7833

760392845163.8847230.093 1130.089871978065.3200.078-0.394

7804 7833

760392845164.6399310.100990.082741978065.6180.051-0.096

7804 7833

760392845164.8152780.106 1150.090941978066.0630.0540.349

7804 7833

760392845165.7465280.095 1130.092941978065.5280.042-0."186

-/804 7833

760392845165.9256950.102 1100.087771978066.2110.1820.497

7804 7833

760392845166.6784730.104 1080.095871978065.5480.046-o .166

7804 7833

760392845166.8559030.088 1140.091901978065.9620.0670.248

TABLE 6 SCALAR TRANSLOCATION PROGRAM.N
<.TI

THERE WERE12EVENTSN SOLUTION UNWEIGHTED lS
1078042.154+- 0.662METERS WlTH12OBSERVATIONS.RMS 152.195METERS

STNl STN2

SAI.EPOCHRMSlNlRMS2N2HASELINE(]RES.

7831 7940

760392845163.5413200.103 109D.lOB901078044.1800.83"12.026

-/831 7940

760392845165.5756950.103 1"14O."100104"1078043.1630.1431.009

7831 7940

760392845166.5131950.108 1060.109861078035.0372.863-"1.117

7831 7940

760392845163.7065980.101 1170.1081131078042.4930.0440.339

7831 7940

760392845163.8847230.089 1090.100103"1078042.7100.0280.556

7831 7940

760392845164.6399310.098 1180.1161111078042.3830.0710.229

7831 7940

760392845164.8152780.093 1160.094-1101078042.587D.On0.433

7831 7940

760392845165.0031250.098770.111641078042.8010.0680.647

7831 7940

760392845165.7465280.096 1170."1011131078042.6410.0330.487

7831 7940

760392845165.9256950.102 1010.102931078042.7520.0360.598

7831 7940

760392845166.6784730.092 1160.0911131078042.4240.0420.270

7831 7940

760392845166.8559030.109 1120.1141061078042.6800.0320.526



code and the epoch of the baseline determination in Modified Julian

Days (MJD = JD - 2400000.5) followed by the root mean square in range

residuals and the number of observations from each of the two stations.

The last three columns list the baseline, the formal standard errors

and the residuals from the final solution respectively. The two base

lines of Tabs. 3 and 4 are Matera (S. Italy, 7829) - Cagliari (Sardinia,

Italy, 7830) and Matera - San Fernando (Spain, 7804). Both, interstation

baselines are approximately in a west - east direction, corresponding

closely to the path followed by the satellite. The formal standard er

rors of the individual determinations are small reflecting the efficacy

of the data analysis technique when the assumptions of the method are

satisfied. In Fig. 2 a plot of the tracks of satellite 7603928 for

epoch 45163 is given. Tabs. 5 and 6 show the results obtained for the

baselines Helwan(Egypt, 7831) - Dionysos(Greece, 7940) and San Fernando

- Kootwijk (Netherlands, 7833) which are predominantly in a N - S direc

tion. In this case, as we would have expected, the individual determina

tions and, therefore, the final solutions have larger uncertainties.

The formal statistics in Tab. 6, for example, show clearly the

dependence'of the solution on the geometrical configuration. Baseline

7831 - 7940. determined at epoch 45163.54132, has a standard error of

83 cm. It can be observed in Fig. 2, where the corresponding pass (1)

is shown, that the baseline is almost perpendicular to the satellite

path. When the angle between the baseline and the subsatellite track

is not too close to 90°, as it is the case for passes 2 and 3 in Fig. 2,

the solution show a considerable improvement.

In Fig. 3 the subsatellite tracks for satellite 7603945 (45°) and

e~och 45166 are shown. Tabs. 7 and 8 describe the results for baselines

Cagliari - Helwan (7830 - 7831) which were chosen as representative

of favorable and bad geometry respectively. In Fig. 4 the tracks of

satellite 7603970 (70°) were drawn, while Tab. 9 lists the results ob

tained with a very strong geometry. In fact, in this case, the satel

lite path is almost always parallel to the baseline 7804 - 7833 between

the stations ir San Fernando and Kootwijk.
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TABLE 7

SCALAR TRANSLOCATI0N PROGRAM.THERE WERE

13EVENTS

SOLUTION UNWEIGHTED 15

1288236.747+- 0.013METERS WITH13OBSERVATI0N5,RMS 150.045METER5

STNl STNZ

SAl.EPOCHRMSlNlRMS2N28A5ELINE(JRES.
7830 7940

760394545163.4774310.092 -1130.0881021288236.7280.021-0.019
7830 7940

760394545163.6552090.092 1150.086951288236.7660.0230.019
7830 7940

760394545164.4125000.092 1090.112661288236.8010.0310.054
7830 7940

760394545164.5861110.088 1160.09410/,1288236.6480.020-0.099
7830 7940

760394545164.7638890.091 1060.102931288236.7590.0430.012
7830 7940

760394545165.3510420.103980.1021081288236.8-140.0460.067
7830 7940

760394545165.5173610.099 1140.1051-151288236.7210.022-0.026
7830 7940

760394545165.6958340.099 1120.0991081288236.7330.028-0.014
7830 7940

760394545166.4503480.087 1130.1111141288236.760D.oZ40.013
7830 7940

760394545166.6274310.084 1160.1011-13-1288236.7270.020-0.020
7830 7940

760394545166.8045140.099910.115621288236.6950.101-0.052
7830 7940

760394545163.3138890.099760.108641288236.7430.097-0.004
7830 7940

760394545166.2871530.103670.088941288236.8110.0850.064
N

U'1 TABLE 8U'1

SCALAR TRANSLOCATI0N PROGRAM.
THERE WERE

13EVENTS

SOLUTI0N UNWEIGHTED IS

2190129.477+- 0.322METERS WlTH13OBSERVATIONS, RMS 151.115METERS

5TNl STN2

SAl.EPOCHRM51NlRMS2N2BA5ELlNE(JRES.
7830 7831

7/,0394545163.4774310.092 1130.1131102190129.7280.0310.251
7830 7831

760394545163.6552090.092 1150.0911012190129.5860.0200.109
7830 7831

760394545164.4125000.092 1090.089832190129.8060.0410.329
7830 7831

760394545164.5861110.088 1160.0931162190129.6280.0'l90.151
7830 7831

760394545164.7638890.091 1060.103952190129.6050.0330.128
7830 7831

760394545165.3510420.114980.098872190131. 9050.1512.428
7830 7831

760394545165.5173610.099 1140.1101132190129.7010.0270.224
7830 7831

760394545165.6958340.098 1120.0951122190129.6340.0220.157

7830 7831
760394545166.·4503480.087 1130.0971052190129.8330.0300.356

7830 7831
760394545166.6274310.084 1160.0911152190129.1;040.0180.127

7830 7831
760394545166.8045-140.099910.103572190129.6070.077O.'130

7830 7831
760394545163.3138890.117760.102762190126.9980.237-2.479

7830 7831
760394545166.2871530.111670.102712190127.5660.230-1.911
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TABLE 9

SCALAR TRANSLOCATI0N PROGRAM.

THERE WERE 16 EVENTS

SOLUTI0N UNWEIGHTED IS 1978065.614 +- 0.009 METERS WITH 16 OBSERVATI0NS, RMS 15 0.035 METERS

STN1 STN2
SAT.EPOCHRMS1N1RMS2N2BASELlNEGRES.

N
7804 7833760397045163.4194450.111 1010.0931041978065.5820.025-0.032

LT1
...., 7804 7833760397045163.5885420.103910.1051051978065.b250.0380.01"1

7804 7833

760397045164.3565980.091750.100891978065.6090.046-0.005

7804 7833

760397045164.5197920.096 1040.107107'1978065.5850.024-0.029

7804 7833

760397045165.4555560.105 1050.1091081978065.5700.023-0.044

7804 7833

760397045165.6336810.095770.1041031978065.6350.0560.021

7804 7833

760397045166.3951390.093960.1011011978065.6370.0260.023

7804 7833

760397045166.5614590.099940.1021051978065.6050.033-0.009

7804 7833

760397045163.7666670.108940.1001081978065.5760.075-0.038

7804 7833

",'60397045163.9326390.100960.097821978065.5670.040-0.047

7804 7833

760397045164.7017360.085760.1051051978065.6200.1220.006

7804 7833

760397045164.8687500.086 1030.1031001978065.6090.031-0.005

7804 7833

760397045165.8052090.090 1040.1001041978065.6100.042-0.004

7804 7833

760397045165.9718750.101750.089541978065.6690.0660.055

7804 7833

760397045166.7409730.084900.0921051978065.7000.0860.086

"/804 7833

760397045166.9069450.109 1000.092881978065.6250.0370.01"1



4. CONCLUSIONS

If we consider the Central Mediterrilnean it appea.fs tha.t most of

the sei smi c energy in !ta ly and the surround ingreg ions i's rel eased

along the Adriatic plate boundary. This block, stressed by the compres

sion of the African continent, appears to be moving north east toward

the European margino It would, therefore, be important to accurately

determine (~a few cm) baselines such as Cagliari - Matera and San

Fernando - Matera. In this case the satellites at 280 and 450 would

both yield satisfactory results. As additional examples we may consider

the baselines connecting Helwan to Dionysos and Matera. They are of

particular interest because of the expected tectonic patterns in the

African and Aegean regions. While for the Helwan - Matera distance the

results obtained from the three satellites are quite comparable, the

Helwan - Dionysos baseline could be determined accurately by observing

either the satellite at 450 or the one at 700. The accurate determina

tion of the Kootwijk - Helwan baseline could contribute to the detection

of the movements of the African plate with respect to the stable Euro

pean block. This interstation distance could be determined strongly by

using either the satellite at 450 or the one at 700.

The results presented here indicate that a second LAGEOS satellite

with an inclination of the orbital p~ane around 450 would much contribute

to crustal dynamics studies in the Mediterranean Basin. In fact, the ba

selines in an east - west direction could be recovered to a high degree

of accuracy (~ a few cm), thi~ is actually necessary for monitoring crus

.tal movements by repeatedly measuring station-to-station distances.

The possible displacements which may occur in a N - S direction could

be determined better by analyzing the data of the already available

LAGEOS satellite (i = 1100).

In the very near future mobile laser systems will be operating in

the Mediterranean area. This opportunity will provide options on station

deployement therefore the optimum network configuration will be inves

tigated carefully. Method of data analysis, such as scalar transloca

tion, may be, in this case, a very effective approach toward establi

shing baselines independent of orbit theory.
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